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theMobility
...only after that young people could

dream about becoming tradesmen or

craftsmen such as armourers, metal

workers, carvers, carpenters, glass

workers, stone cutters, shoemakers...

www.themobility.eu >



theProducts

Participants preparation in Youth exchanges;

Pre - departure training in Volunteering activities;

Successful re-entry - Rebuilding understanding and belonging.

You will find in this journey, in 2019-2020, online modules on:

Also, you can join one informal collaborative, multi-professional

network developed during the project.

At the end of 2020 or beginning of 2021, you can apply for a 2-day

multiplier event dedicated to the most active 40 participants.
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theProduct #1
1.ONLINE PRE-DEPARTURE TRAINING FOR EUROPEAN VOLUNTEERS

This online training will focus at least on the following aspects:

- The Erasmus+ programme and European volunteering;

- Intercultural learning and cultural shock;

- The role of the actors involved;

- Travelling abroad;

- Mentorship in European volunteering;

- YouthPass in volunteering projects;

- Safety rules;

- Financial rules;

- Practical arrangements: language classes, accommodation and food,

health insurance, visa;

- Conflict management;

- Background information about the hosting environment;

- European volunteering as a learning environment;

- Proper inclusion of the young people with fewer opportunities in

volunteering activities.
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theProduct #2
2.ONLINE TRAINING COURSE AS A PREPARATION TOOL FOR YOUNG
PEOPLE IN YOUTH EXCHANGES

This online training will focus at least on the following aspects:

- Youth exchanges - general information;

- Preparing for accepting an intercultural experience;

- Safety rules;

- Peer-learning;

- Effective communication in a group and feedback;

- Time management;

- Team work;

- Tips and tricks;

- Dealing with fear;

- Learning how to plan - what to bring etc.;

- Background information about the environment;

- Proper inclusion of the young people with fewer opportunities;

- Conflict management and facilitation;

- Non-formal methods;

- YouthPass for Youth Exchanges.
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theProduct #3
3.SUCCESSFUL RE-ENTRY-REBUILDING UNDERSTANDING AND
BELONGING

This online training will focus at least on the following aspects:

- Change and adaptation;

- Pains and gains of reverse culture shock;

- Coping with emotional and cultural aspects of re-entry;

- The new you - putting things into perspective;

- The better you - transferring, modifying and adapting new

competences;

- Making a difference - contributing to other's learning and growth.  
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theResults

Introductory assessment - compulsory for participants before starting

the course;

Map/Mind map/Graph with the main aspects/topics to be considered

for preparation;

Theoretical part for each chapter in the form of an e-book;

Short movies explaining the theory, making it more attractive;

A catalogue with real-life examples emphasizing how new knowledge

can be applied;

Minimum bibliography to consult - websites with text/video, talks,

online free books, etc. - providing links to resources to read/watch;

Missions/Tasks to be done in order to apply the theory of the

module/chapter - supplementary work for the participant – to do

research, to apply, to create, to transfer into practice what has been

learned;

Final assessment - as part of the assessment and evaluation process;

Badge award;

The feedback questionnaires;

Peer evaluation;

Team work;

Presentation area;

Forum.

The online tools (products) that are to be developed in the project will

be integrated in an online learning platform and will include at least the

following items:
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theRegistration
Are you ready to start theMobility?

In order to get full access to the online training courses, you will need to

take a minute to create a new account for yourself on our platform:

www.themobility.eu. 

Follow these steps:

>1.Go to www.themobility.eu
>2.Click on the button - Create new account - and agreed with the
specified terms presented there.
>3.Fill in the New Account form with your details.

>>An e-mail will be immediately sent to your e-mail address. Please

also check your SPAM folder as well, sometimes you can find it there.

>4.Read your e-mail, and click on the web link it contains.
>5.Your account will be confirmed and you will be logged in.
>6.Select the course/module you want to participate in.

>>This will "enrol" you for that specific course.

You can now access the full course you chose. From there on, you just

need to use your username and password (in the log in area of the

website) to sign in and access the course you have enrolled in. See you!
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